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By Margi Preus

Harry N. Abrams. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 304 pages. Dimensions: 8.4in. x
5.6in. x 1.1in.Shadow on the Mountain recounts the adventures of a 14-year-old Norwegian boy
named Espen during World War II. After Nazi Germany invades and occupies Norway, Espen and his
friends are swept up in the Norwegian resistance movement. Espen gets his start by delivering
illegal newspapers, then graduates to the role of courier and finally becomes a spy, dodging the
Gestapo along the way. During five years under the Nazi regime, he gainsand losesfriends, falls in
love, and makes one small mistake that threatens to catch up with him as he sets out to escape on
skis over the mountains to Sweden. Preus incorporates archival photographs, maps, and other
images to tell this story based on the real-life adventures of Norwegian Erling Storrusten, whom
Preus interviewed in Norway. Praise for Shadow on the Mountain STARRED REVIEWS Newbery
Honor winner Preus infuses the story with the good-natured humor of a largely unified, peace-
loving people trying to keep their sanity in a world gone awry. Based on a true story, the narrative is
woven with lively enough daily historical detail to inspire older middle-grade readers to want to...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication could be worthy of a study, and superior to other. it was writtern extremely perfectly and beneficial. I am just easily could possibly get a
delight of reading through a published pdf.
-- Prof. Bernie Torphy-- Prof. Bernie Torphy

I just started o  reading this article ebook. It is actually writter in basic words and not confusing. I am just very happy to let you know that this is the best
ebook i actually have read through inside my individual daily life and can be he finest ebook for possibly.
-- Dayne Johns-- Dayne Johns
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